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Most common current method for delivery of DNA analysis 

into clinical operations



Fancy color version of the same problem



How to ensure that 

genomic medicine has 

little or no impact on 

healthcare:

rely on

clinicians

Reading

and

Remembering

clinical reports and the 

published literature



Problems with treating genomic 

analysis in same fashion as other 

professionally interpreted clinical data

• Lossy compression: many DNA features observed, only 
a few clinically relevant reported, remainder discarded

• Interpretation inextricably bound together with 
primary observations  in a document format

• Document reporting format not amenable to parsing 
for automated machine interpretation and decision 
support

• Much more unknown than known about genomic 
effects, and science changing rapidly



Output of workshop on “Integration of Genetic Test Results into Electronic 

Medical Records” convened by the National Heart Lung and Blood Institute, 

Bethesda, MD August 2-3, 2011



7 desiderata for genomic sequence 

data in EHRs
1. Lossless data compression from (high volume) primary 

observations to clinically relevant subsets.  

2. Since methods will change, molecular lab results carry 
observation methods with them (LOINC model)

3. Compact representation of clinically actionable subsets for 
optimal performance (clinician thinkspeed = 250msec)

4. Simultaneously support for human-viewable formats (with 
links to interpretation) and formats interpretable by decision 
support rules.

5. Separate primary sequence data (remain true if accurate) 
from clinical interpretations of them (will change with rapidly 
changing science)

6. Anticipate the boundless creativity of Nature: multiple 
somatic genomes, multiple germline genomes for each 
individual over their lifetime.

7. Support both individual care and discovery science



The opportunity for NHGRI

• Create a scaleable national capacity for 

genomically enabled clinical decision support 

by:

– Supporting creation of a (Wikipedia-like) closed 

loop public computing infrastructure for guiding 

clinical care based on molecular variation, that

– Learns and Improves whether or not clinicians 

follow the guidance.



The scope of decision support
• “Rule based systems” do not mean providers must follow 

rules.  Rules in informatics context = computerized 
approach to identification of characteristics.

• Examples of interventions

– Educational prompts: here is additional general information 
to consider in this setting.

– Data gathering prompts: given what is known about this 
{genotype|phenotype|genotype+phenotype}, it would be 
helpful to get this additional observation or testing.

– Guidance that improves certainty of diagnosis given data 
currently available.

– Guidance for best-evidence-based therapy selection

– Information relevant to prevention and/or prognosis.



Example of Patient-specific decision support as 

seen by providers at the moment of prescribing:

Key computer technology: event monitor



Building Blocks 

for the infrastructure

• Standards for electronic “decision support packages” containing:

1. Recognition logic for conditions of interest as represented 

in EHR systems  (both genotype and phenotype)

2. Guidance for target users (clinician, patient, family)

3. Recognition logic for “closed loop decision support”: 

process or outcome measure to monitor, along with record 

of whether user accepted or rejected guidance

• Decision support authoring systems: tools to enable local ‘best 

practice rules committees’ to easily import, review, and 

implement decision support packages received from a Decision 

Support Library



A Systems Approach to Scaling-up 

1. A continuously updated Public Library of clinical 

decision support ‘packages’ (an  information 

commons): a Wikipedia for genome-enabled 

health decision support.

2. Event monitors embedded in EHR systems 

3. System-generated alerts at the “teachable 

moment” of diagnostic testing and therapy 

decision making

4. Automated tracking of outcomes vs. user 

decisions: a learning healthcare system of 

providers and patients



Closing the Loop nationally

• Quid pro quo for use of public library clinical 

decision support packages would be automated 

local monitoring whether guidance was accepted 

or rejected, and whether subsequent clinical 

events (phenotypes) occurred or did not occur.

• Local uploads to the public library of aggregate 

local outcomes -> a Learning Healthcare System 

that learns from every decision support event, 

whether or not recommendations were accepted 

by clinicians.



Why NHGRI, Why Now?

• Fits NHGRI strategic plan

– Resource generating

– Technology-advancing

– Scientifically/medically relevant

– A natural consortium-requiring opportunity

• Fits the complex, high volume, evolving science 
challenge of genomics

• Fits NHGRI trailblazer role

• Starting now with prototypes is important since 
full scale up and adoption will take many years
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in the era of genome-enabled healthcare
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